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  Abstract
This master thesis was written in winter semester 2006/2007 at the Chair of
Software Engineering at ETH Zurich as a part of developing a new methodol-
ogy for managing courses. An important goal was the development of a frame-
work allowing knowledge deﬁnition, hierarchical structuring, and dependency
description as presented in [Mey06] and reﬁned in [POM07].
The resulting tool TrucStudio eases course preparation and thereby helps im-
proving the teaching quality. A ﬁrst version was released and is herein docu-
mented. Further development is still ongoing ...Contents
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0.1 Summary
The developed application, TrucStudio, eases course management issues. It
allows not only to specify knowledge areas, but also to deﬁne dependencies of
its diﬀerent parts. On the other hand, the prepared course can be organized
according to the knowledge area deﬁnitions and the expected available time
periods.
Clusters, trucs and notions are entities allowing knowledge description in a
structured and hierarchical way. Each of the latter has individual dependencies
- the two most important are: requires (one entity requires the other in order to
be understood) and reﬁnes (one entity elicits a subpart of another). A lecture
(teaching unit) covers some of these knowledge entities and is grouped together
with other lectures in a course. TrucStudio enforces courses to have an accurate
sequence of lectures compatible with all of the knowledge area dependencies.
0.2 Overview
This report gives an overview of the TrucStudio project. The ﬁrst part describes
the basic elements available in TrucStudio as well as the user interface along with
all its functionality. The second part is intended for developers explaining the
chosen architecture and the developed classes. It gives an overview of the system
and shows encountered problems. Ideas that came up during development but
were not realized are described in the section Future Work. In the appendix you
can ﬁnd an overview of all EiﬀelStudio source code clusters and their classes
along with a CD containing all materials. To get an overview of the current
status of development, please visit
http://trucstudio.origo.ethz.ch/.
0.3 Personal Motivation
I’ve always been a person enjoying it to impart knowledge and observed the
following: One person teaching another always helps both sides. Not only the
learner but also the teacher will get a deeper understanding of a problem domain.
He is confronted with diﬀerent views, unpleasant questions and therefore has to
be able to explain a topic in a methodical and structured way.
Most people focus on how to learn quickly and eﬃciently and how to accumulate
wisdom - nothing wrong about that. But there are considerably less people
focusing on how to teach in a good way - well its a more unselﬁsh action not
paying out short-term.
Being a student the last 16 years, the most frustrating experiences I had were
due to inadequate, incomplete, superﬂuous, too diﬃcult or simply non available
teaching material - but most times it was unstructured and incomprehensible.
As far as I have experienced, it takes a very long time to prepare understandable
and instructive technically oriented lectures or talks even more so if you want to
deliver a good report. Finding the appropriate sequence of topics and explaining
them always considering the knowledge background of the audience takes hours
and hours of preparation. I developed this application hoping to simplify and
improve course preparation and therefore also lecture quality by just a little bit.0.3 Personal Motivation 7
First I want to thank Michela Pedroni for an interesting project and her con-
stant assistance - it was a pleasure working with you. I’m looking back on an
instructive time at the ETH Chair of Software Engineering - so thanks to Prof.
B. Meyer and the whole SE group for their feedback and remarks.
Last but not least I want to thank my parents for supporting and encourag-






The document at hand was written for version 0.1.
This release can be found on https://origo.ethz.ch/svn/trucstudio/releases/r0.1.zip
or on the attached CD (see appendix B).
Windows
The installation procedure is quite simple:







Entities and their Relations
The following sections describe the elements (or entities) available in the Truc-
Studio. These are notions (basic knowledge entities), trucs (testable reusable
units of cognition), clusters (knowledge areas), lectures (teaching units), and
courses.
For further deﬁnitions and explanations see also [Mey06].
For word deﬁnitions see the glossary in section 4.
2.1 Notion




• Summary: A textual description explaining the covered ideas.
• Central Notion: This check ﬁeld allows the notion to be marked as the
central notion of the containing truc.
Restrictions:
– A central notion is named after its containing truc.
– There can be only one central notion per truc.
2.1.2 Relations
Truc
Each notion belongs to exactly one truc.
102.1 Notion 11
Require
Each notion has a list of required notions (called required-notion-list). These
notions are considered to be a prerequisite to understand the current notion and
should therefore be taught beforehand. A required notion may belong to any
truc.
Restrictions:
• A notion cannot require: itself, any of its reﬁned notions nor any of its
reﬁned by notions
• If a notion n has notion m in its required-notion-list then notion m has
notion n in its required by-notion-list.
Required by
Each notion has a list of notions requiring it (called required by-notion-list).
These notions require the knowledge of the current notion in order to be under-
stood. A requiring notion may belong to any truc.
Restrictions:
• A notion cannot be required by: itself, any of its reﬁned notions nor any
of its reﬁned by notions.
• If a notion n has notion m in its required by-notion-list then notion m has
notion n in its required-notion-list.
Reﬁne
Each notion has a list of reﬁned notions (called reﬁned-notion-list). These no-
tions are elicited by the current notion.
Restrictions:
• A reﬁned notion must belong to the same truc as the current notion.
• A notion cannot reﬁne: itself, any of its required notions, any of its re-
quired by notions nor any of its reﬁned by notions.
• If a notion n has notion m in its reﬁned-notion-list then notion m has
notion n in its reﬁned by-notion-list.
Reﬁned by
Each notion has a list of notions reﬁning it (called reﬁned by-notion-list). Those
notions describe a part of the current notion in a more detailed way.
Restrictions:
• A reﬁned notion must belong to the same truc as the current notion.
• A notion cannot be reﬁned by: itself, any of its required notions, any of
its required by notions nor any of its reﬁned notions.
• If a notion n has notion m in its reﬁned by-notion-list then notion m has
notion n in its reﬁned-notion-list.12 2. Basics - Entities and their Relations
2.2 Truc
A truc (Testable Reusable Unit of Cognition) is ”a collection of concepts,
operational skills and assessment criteria” [Mey06].
2.2.1 Properties
Every truc has the following properties describing it.
• Basic properties: Name, summary, alternative names
• Technical properties: Role, applicability, beneﬁts, examples, pitfalls
• Pedagogical properties: Common confusions, test of understanding
2.2.2 Relations
Cluster
Each truc belongs to exactly one cluster.
Notions
Each truc can contain any number of notions.
Requires
A truc has a list of required trucs. There are two diﬀerent types of required trucs.
An implicitly required truc contains a notion that is required by a notion of the
current truc. This relation is hence given implicitly and cannot be removed
without deleting the corresponding notion relation. An explicitly required truc
is chosen by hand. It is possible to require the same truc explicitly and implicitly
at the same time.
Required by
Each truc has also a list of trucs requiring it. Here also, there are two diﬀerent
types: explicitly and implicitly, i.e. either chosen by hand or given through the
underlaying notion relations.
2.3 Cluster
A cluster represents a whole knowledge area by grouping trucs together.
2.3.1 Properties
• Name
• Summary2.4 Lecture 13
2.3.2 Relations
Trucs
Clusters can contain any number of trucs.
Requires
A cluster can require other clusters, explicitly or implicitly or both. An explicit
requiring relation is chosen by hand. An implicitly required cluster contains
a truc (explicitly and/or implicitly) required by a truc of the current cluster.
Hence an implicit requiring relation is given by the cluster’s underlying truc
and/or notion structure and cannot be adapted manually (without changing
the truc and/or notion relations). An explicitly required cluster is chosen by
hand. It is possible to require the same cluster explicitly and implicitly at the
same time.
Required by
Each cluster has a list of clusters requiring it. Here also, there are two diﬀerent
types: explicitly and implicitly, i.e. either chosen by hand or given though the
underlaying truc and/or notion relations.
2.4 Lecture





• Duration: The expected duration (min) to teach this lecture.
2.4.2 Relations
Course
A lecture is a part of a course.
Notions
A lecture has an ordered list of notions, describing the sequence they should be
taught in.14 2. Basics - Entities and their Relations
2.5 Course




• List of Timeslots: Each timeslot deﬁnes when there is time to teach the








Figure 3.1: User interface overview
The application user interface consists mainly of the following parts (see Figure
3.1):
1. Menubar / Toolbar (on top):
Basic functionality i.e. new document, open document, save document,
undo/redo last action.
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2. Truc-notion-tree (top left):
This tree contains all clusters with their trucs and notions arranged in
alphabetical order. If you select an entity, its properties will be displayed
in the Properties-View.
3. Course-tree (bottom left):
This tree contains all courses (with their lectures) arranged in alphabetical
order. If you select one, its properties will be displayed in the Properties-
View.
4. Properties-View (on the right):
Here the properties and relations of the currently selected entity are shown.
3.2 Notions
Figure 3.2: Create/delete entity but-
tons
Figure 3.3: Create notion dialog
3.2.1 Add new notion
A new notion can be added by a click on the create-new-notion button (see
Figure 3.2). A dialog box appears where you can enter a name for the notion
and select what truc it should belong to (see Figure 3.3). It is mandatory to
select a containing truc - the creation of a new notion is not possible if there is
no truc. Unique names are not enforced for notions, but strongly recommended.
3.2.2 Delete existing notion
By selecting a notion in the truc-notion-tree and then clicking on the delete
button you can delete a notion (see Figure 3.2).
3.2.3 Edit notion properties
To edit the properties of a notion you ﬁrst have to select it in the truc-notion-
tree. Afterward you can edit the notion’s properties (i.e. name, summary,
central notion ﬂag) in the properties-view (see Figure 3.4 h1i). If a notion is
marked as central notion the name ﬁeld gets disabled and the notion will have
the same name as its containing truc. If the central notion ﬂag is removed, the
notion gets its original name back.3.2 Notions 17
Figure 3.4: Notion properties
3.2.4 Relations
All relations to other notions are show in a separate, alphabetically ordered list
in the properties-view (see Figure 3.4 h5i to h8i):
Required notions
All required notions are shown in list h5i. Only directly required notions are
shown, i.e. if notion N requires notion M which requires notion K you will
only see M in N’s required notions list but not K, i.e. the shown requires
relation is not transitive. This restriction is currently made because showing
the transitive closure would be too extensive even for a small number of entities.
A new requiring relation can be added by pressing the add new requires relation
button (see Figure 3.4 h2i) or right clicking in the list and selecting the add
required notion entry from the appearing context menu. A dialog will appear
where you can choose the required notion and create the relation.
Required by notions
In list h6i you see which other notions require the currently displayed one. This
required by-notion-list is non editable, i.e. you can neither add nor remove a
required by relation directly - instead you have to add/remove the corresponding
requires relation.
Reﬁned notions
There are directly reﬁned notions (notions that are reﬁned by the current one)
and indirectly reﬁned notions (notions that are only reﬁned by a notion that
is reﬁned by the current one). List h7i shows all of them (i.e. the transitive
closure of the reﬁnes relation) but distinguishes their icons as given in Figure
3.6.
A new directly reﬁning relation can be added by pressing the add new reﬁnes18 3. User Interface Description
relation button (see Figure 3.4 h3i) or right clicking in the list and selecting
the add reﬁning notion entry from the appearing context menu. A dialog will
appear where you can choose the reﬁned notion and create the relation.
Reﬁned by notions
The currently shown notion is reﬁned by all notions shown in list h8i. Similarly
to the list of reﬁned notions, there are directly and indirectly reﬁned by relations
distinguished by their icons as shown in Figure 3.6.
A new reﬁned by relation can be added by pressing the add new reﬁned by
relation button (see Figure 3.4 h4i) or right clicking in the list and selecting
the add reﬁned by notion entry from the appearing context menu. A dialog will
appear where you can choose the reﬁning notion and create the relation.
Figure 3.5: Notion context menu Figure 3.6: Icon for notion (left) and
for indirect relations
Note that relations can be added only if this does not violate a restriction as de-
ﬁned in 2.1.2. To remove a relation, right click on it and select the delete entry
from the appearing context menu. To view the properties of a required/requir-
ing/reﬁned/reﬁning notion, double click its list item or select the show entry
from the context menu (see Figure 3.5).
3.3 Trucs
3.3.1 Add new truc
A new truc can be added by a click on the create-new-truc button (see Figure
3.2). A dialog box appears where you can enter a name for the truc and select
what cluster it should belong to (see Figure 3.8). It is not possible to create a
truc if there is no cluster. Unique names are not enforced for trucs but strongly
recommended.
3.3.2 Delete existing truc
By selecting a truc in the truc-notion-tree and then clicking on the delete button
you can delete a truc (see Figure 3.2). If you delete a truc all contained notions
are also deleted.3.3 Trucs 19
Figure 3.7: Truc properties
Figure 3.8: Create Truc Figure 3.9: Truc icon (left) and icon
for implicit relation (right)
3.3.3 Edit truc properties
To edit the properties of a truc you ﬁrst have to select it in the truc-notion-tree.
Afterward you can edit the truc properties in the properties-view (see Figure
3.7 h1i to h4i ):
• h1i Basic properties on top: Name, summary, alternative names
• h2i Notebook tab Relations: Requires, required by
• h3i Additional properties in notebook tab Technical: Role, applicability,
beneﬁt, examples, pitfalls (see also Figure 3.10)
• h4i Additional properties in notebook tab Pedagogical: Common confu-
sions, test of understanding20 3. User Interface Description
Figure 3.10: Truc properties - technical tab
3.3.4 Relations
All relations to other trucs are shown in a separate, alphabetically ordered list
in the properties-view (see Figure 3.7 h6i and h7i):
Required trucs
A new requiring relation can be added by pressing the add new requires relation
button (see Figure 3.7 h5i) or right clicking in the list and selecting the add
required truc entry from the appearing context menu. A dialog will appear
where you can choose the required truc and create the relation.
Required by trucs
You can neither add nor remove a required by relation directly - instead you
have to add/remove the corresponding requires relation. As explained in 2.2.2
there are explicit and implicit relations. They are graphically represented as
shown in ﬁgure 3.9.
3.4 Clusters
Figure 3.11: Create Cluster Figure 3.12: Cluster icon (left) and
icon for implicit relation (right)3.4 Clusters 21
3.4.1 Add new cluster
A new cluster can be added with a click on the create-new-cluster button (see
Figure 3.2). A dialog box appears where you can enter a name for the cluster
(see Figure 3.11). You can always create a new cluster - there are no restrictions.
Unique names are not enforced but strongly recommended.
3.4.2 Delete existing cluster
By selecting a cluster in the truc-notion-tree and then clicking on the delete
button you can delete a cluster (see Figure 3.2). If you delete a cluster all of its
trucs (along with their notions) are also deleted.
Figure 3.13: Cluster properties22 3. User Interface Description
3.4.3 Edit cluster properties
To edit the properties of a cluster you ﬁrst have to select it in the truc-notion-
tree. Afterward you can edit the cluster properties in the properties-view (see
Figure 3.13 h1i, h3i, h4i ):
• Basic properties on top: Name, summary
• Notebook tab Relations: Requires, required by
3.4.4 Relations
All relations to other clusters are shown in a separate, alphabetically ordered
list in the properties-view (see Figure 3.13 h3i and h4i):
Required clusters
A new requiring relation can be added by pressing the add new requires relation
button (see Figure 3.13 h2i) or right clicking in the list and selecting the add
required cluster entry from the appearing context menu. A dialog will appear
where you can choose the required cluster and create the relation.
Required by clusters
You can neither add nor remove a required by relation directly - instead you
have to add/remove the corresponding requires relation.
As explained in 2.3.2 there are explicit and implicit relations. They are graphi-
cally represented as shown in ﬁgure 3.12.
3.5 Lectures
Figure 3.14: Create/delete entity but-
tons
Figure 3.15: Create lecture dialog
3.5.1 Add new lecture
A new lecture can be added with a click on the create-new-lecture button (see
Figure 3.14). A dialog box appears where you can enter a name for the lecture
and select what course it should belong to (see Figure 3.15). Unique names are
not enforced but strongly recommended.3.5 Lectures 23
3.5.2 Delete existing lecture
By selecting a lecture in the course-tree and then clicking on the delete button
you can delete a lecture (see Figure 3.14).
Figure 3.16: Lecture properties
3.5.3 Edit lecture properties
To edit the properties of a lecture you ﬁrst have to select it in the course-tree.
Afterward you can edit the properties in the properties-view (see Figure 3.16
h1i to h3i):
• h1i Basic properties on top : Name, summary
• h2i Notebook tab Notions: Covered notions
• h3i Additional properties in notebook tab Properties: Duration
3.5.4 Relations
Notions
A lecture has an ordered list of notions each showing also all of its required no-
tions (see Figure 3.16 h6i). A new notion can be added by clicking the add new
notion button or removed by pressing the remove notion button (the notion24 3. User Interface Description
itself won’t be deleted - only its relation to the lecture) (see Figure 3.16 h5i).
A newly added notion is inserted at the end of the list. The ordering can be
manually adjusted by selecting the notion and clicking the move notion button
(either up or down) (see Figure 3.16 h4i).
There can be the following warnings:
• Already covered: If a notion is taught already in a previous lecture a yellow
exclamation mark appears right to the notion pointing out this problem
(see 3.16 h7i).
• Not covered: If a notion has a required notion not taught in a previous
lecture, a red exclamation mark appears to the right of the required notion
pointing out this problem (see 3.16 h8i).
3.6 Courses
Figure 3.17: Create course dialog Figure 3.18: Create timeslot dialog
3.6.1 Add new course
A new course can be added with a click on the create-new-course button (see
Figure 3.14). A dialog box appears where you can enter a name for the course
(see Figure 3.17). You can always create a new course - there are no restrictions.
Unique names are not enforced but strongly recommended.
3.6.2 Delete existing course
By selecting a course in the course-tree and then clicking on the delete button
you can delete a course (see Figure 3.14). By doing so all lectures of this course
are also deleted.
3.6.3 Edit course properties
To edit the properties of a course you ﬁrst have to select it in the course-tree.
Afterward you can edit the properties in the properties-view (see Figure 3.19
h1i to h3i):
• h1i Basic properties on top : Name, summary3.6 Courses 25
Figure 3.19: Course properties26 3. User Interface Description
• h2i Notebook tab Lectures: All lectures along with their covered notions
• h3i Additional properties in notebook tab Timeslots: Timeslot overview
and creation/deletion
3.6.4 Timeslots
Timeslots determine the available time for a course - they have a start and end
(date and time) and are shown in Figure 3.19 h9i. Timeslots can be added and
deleted with the appropriate buttons (see Figure 3.19 h8i).
3.6.5 Relations
Lectures
A course has an ordered list of lectures each showing also all of its taught notions
(see Figure 3.19 h6i). The ordering of the lectures can be adjusted manually by
selecting the lecture and clicking the move lecture button (either up or down)
(see Figure 3.19 h4i).
Timeslots/Lectures overview
On the right side of the notebook tab Lectures an overview picture for lectures
and timeslots is shown (see Figure 3.19 h7i). It gives you a summed up view
of when which lecture will be taught. On its left side there are all lectures
represented - top down as rectangles with their size proportional to the lecture’s
duration - on the right side the timeslots are displayed in a similar fashion. The
overview can be enlarged and scaled down with the zoom buttons (see Figure
3.19 h5i).
3.7 Load/Store
Figure 3.20: Toolbar buttons
You can create new ﬁles, open stored ﬁles and save ﬁles either by clicking the
tool bar buttons (see Figure 3.20 h1i) or selecting the appropriate menu entries.
The TrucStudio ﬁle extension is *.txm.
If you feel forced to edit the stored *.txm ﬁle manually, you can use the DTD (see
%TRUCSTUDIO%\data\TSData.dtd) ﬁle to verify the xml structure. Please
note that the references are not checked and the ﬁle may not be loaded if it
contains inconsistencies. Make sure you know what you are doing.3.8 Undo/Redo 27
3.8 Undo/Redo
Changes made to entities can be undone/redone by clicking the undo/redo but-
tons in the tool-bar (see Figure 3.20 h2i). The following actions are supported.
• Create/delete entity
• Add/remove a relation between entities
• Edit properties of an entity: edit textual descriptions, create/delete times-
lots (for courses), change order of lectures in course, change order of notion
in lecture.
3.9 Help
To open the help ﬁle you can either click on the help button in the toolbar (see
3.20 h3i) or select the menu entry Help from the menubar entry Help. The help
ﬁle is a pdf-ﬁle, thus you need a suitable application installed on your system.
3.10 Miscellaneous
3.10.1 Register ﬁle type
If you are running TrucStudio under Windows there is a menu Tools in the tool-
bar (see 3.1 h1i) containing one menu entry register ﬁletype .txm. By selecting
it you register the TrucStudio ﬁle type .txm to be opened with the currently
running instance of TrucStudio. So double clicking a data ﬁle (*.txm) will au-
tomatically open TrucStudio and load the latter ﬁle.Chapter 4
Glossary
Term Description
Entity One of the following: notion, truc, cluster, course, lecture.
Property Attribute of an entity, like name, summary etc.
Relation Some kind of connection between two entities, like requires,
required by, reﬁnes or reﬁned by.
Containing truc The truc containing the stated notion
Containing cluster The cluster containing the stated truc








An initial search for existing software products (applications, libraries etc.) was
performed. The idea was to reuse as many components as possible. There is a
broad variety of components available on the Internet - the problem was to ﬁnd
a suitable one according to the following criteria
• Easily usable in combination with Eiﬀel.
• Meets domain speciﬁc requirements, i.e.
– Data: Should allow to group and structure knowledge areas and to
deﬁne dependencies thereof.
– Visualization: Good visualization (hierarchically grouping, automatic
layout etc.) of data may be a time consuming task if done from
scratch. Therefore a library simplifying this would be very valuable.
• Free or cheap: Since the TrucStudio project has a very limited budget
expensive components can not be considered.
6.1.1 Libraries
Jung
The Java Universal Network/Graph Framework (see [jun]) is a software library
that allows visualization of data represented as a graph or network (see Figure
6.2 for example).
Advantages:
• This library seems to have really nice visualization features like zoom,
drag, drag selections, automatic layout ...
• Frequent updates and ongoing development.
• A lot of example applications using Jung are freely available.
• Jung is an open source project and freely available
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Disadvantages:
• Jung is written in Java
As many other good frameworks/libraries this one is written and only available
in Java which makes it nearly impossible to use it in combination with Eiﬀel.
yFiles
yFiles (see [yﬁ]) is a commercial but sophisticated graph visualization library.
Advantages:
• Nice layouts and beautiful visualization of networks.
• Layout algorithms and dynamic layouts.
• Hierarchical grouping (see Figure 6.1).
Disadvantages:
• yFiles is very expensive - even the academic version which does not include
access to the source code.
• Written in Java
Since yFiles not only comes as a Java but also as a .Net library it would be
possible to use it in combination with Eiﬀel. Nevertheless the high price is
unacceptable.
Figure 6.1: yFiles example visualiza-
tion: Hierarchical layout
Figure 6.2: Jung Framework Example
6.1.2 Mindmap software
Mind map software (for example Free Mind, see [fre]) is designed to write down
and structure the topics one has in mind. Nevertheless most mind map appli-
cations just allow you to build one big tree-like structure - support for diﬀerent
dependencies of data entities is mostly not available. So for the TrucStudio this
approach is not general enough.34 6. Introduction
6.1.3 EiﬀelStudio
EiﬀelStudio (see [eif07]) has a diagram tool that shows all clusters and classes
(along with their dependencies and inheritance structre) in the current project.
This could probably be adapted and used to show knowledge area dependencies
as well as hierarchical grouping since EiﬀelStudio is now open source.
6.1.4 Conclusion
Unfortunately we did not ﬁnd a software component that exactly ﬁts the needs
of TrucStudio. So we decided to implement the data structure part in a ﬁrst
step completely in Eiﬀel without any graph or network speciﬁc library support.
For the visualization part (a possible second step) we would take a closer look
at the source code of the diagram tool from EiﬀelStudio.Chapter 7
Speciﬁcation
7.1 Overview
This section speciﬁes the TrucStudio application as it is currently realized.
There are no speciﬁcations for any future features or ideas listed.
7.1.1 Product Functions
TrucStudio can be used to
• Structure a knowledge area
• Plan lectures/courses
7.1.2 Intended Users
TrucStudio is intended for all persons managing or giving lectures, courses,
curricula or workshops such as
• Professors, teachers
• Course assistants, tutors, PhD students etc.
7.2 Main Features
7.2.1 Manage Entities
The main functionality of TrucStudio is to manage entities, i.e. to manage a set
of clusters and courses along with their trucs/notions and lectures respectively
(see section 7.3).
7.2.2 Undo/Redo
All actions (as listed in paragraphs ’Possible Actions’ in sections 7.3.2, 7.3.3,
7.3.4, 7.3.5 and 7.3.6 ) need to be tracked. There has to be an undo functionality
which reverts the last user action and a corresponding redo functionality that
revokes the last undone user action.
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7.2.3 Usability
Users are not supposed to have any previous knowledge in order to be able to
work with TrucStudio. A user interface as intuitively understandable as possible
shall be encouraged and de facto standards obeyed.
7.2.4 Help
A user help explaining all product functionality has to be provided.
7.2.5 IO
All entities entered in TrucStudio need to be saved and restored. For that
puropse a new xml based ﬁle format shall be deﬁned. Basic operations like new
ﬁle, save ﬁle, save ﬁle as, and open ﬁle have to be supported.
7.3 Data Elements
7.3.1 Entities
There are the following main concepts (called entities)
• Notion: Represents a basic knowledge unit.
• Truc: A testable reusable unit of cognition described by notions.
• Cluster: Groups trucs to knowledge areas.
• Lecture: A teaching unit covering some notions.




A notion must have the textual properties
• Name
• Summary
A notion must have the binary property
• Central ﬂag
Relations
1. Each notion belongs to a truc.
Restrictions:
• A notion can belong to one truc only.
• A notion cannot be moved from one truc to another.7.3 Data Elements 37
2. Each notion has a list (called required-notion-list) of required notions (each
called required notion).
Restrictions:
• A notion cannot require:
– itself
– any of its reﬁned notions
– any of its reﬁned by notions
• The required-notion-list must not have the same notion twice.
• If m is a required notion of n then n is a required by notion of m
(inverse relation).
3. Each notion has a list (called required by-notion-list) of requiring notions
(each called required by notion).
Restrictions:
• A notion cannot be required by:
– itself
– any of its reﬁned notions
– any of its reﬁned by notions
• The required by-notion-list must not have the same notion twice.
• If m is a required by notion of n then n is a required notion of m
(inverse relation).
4. Each notion has a list (called reﬁned-notion-list) of reﬁned notions (each
called reﬁned notion).
Restrictions:
• A reﬁned notion has to belong to the same truc as the current notion.
• A notion cannot reﬁne:
– itself
– any of its required notions
– any of its required by notions
– any of its reﬁned by notions
• The reﬁned-notion-list must not have the same notion twice.
• If m is a reﬁned notion of n then n is a reﬁned by notion of m (inverse
relation).
• If m is a reﬁned notion of n then all reﬁned notions of m are also
reﬁned notions of n (transitivity).
Reﬁned notions have to be distinguishable by means of why they are in
the reﬁned-notion-list:
• Manually selected (called directly reﬁned notion) or
• Not manually selected and a reﬁned notion of a directly reﬁned notion
5. Each notion has a list (called reﬁned by-notion-list) of reﬁning notions
(each called reﬁned by notion).
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• A reﬁned by notion has to belong to the same truc as the current
notion.
• A notion cannot be reﬁned by:
– itself
– any of its required notions
– any of its required by notions
– any of its reﬁned notions
• The reﬁned by-notion-list must not have the same notion twice.
• If m is a reﬁned by notion of n then n is a reﬁned notion of m (inverse
relation).
• If m is a reﬁned by notion of n then all reﬁned by notions of m are
also reﬁned by notions of n (transitivity).
Reﬁned by notions have to be distinguishable by means of why they are
in the reﬁned by-notion-list:
• Manually selected (called directly reﬁned by notion) or
• Not manually selected and a reﬁned by notion of a directly reﬁned
by notion
Possible Actions
Performing one of the following actions must not violate any of the restrictions
listed above.
1. Create a new notion:
By doing so the user has to specify a name and select a containing truc.
Restriction: A new notion cannot be created if there is no truc available.
2. Delete an existing notion
3. Edit a textual property
Every textual property as speciﬁed in section 7.3.2 has to be editable.
4. Edit a binary property
Every binary property as speciﬁed in section 7.3.2 has to be editable.
5. Add a notion to the required-notion-list
6. Remove a notion from the required-notion-list
7. Add a notion to the reﬁned-notion-list
8. Remove a notion from the reﬁned-notion-list
9. Add a notion to the reﬁned by-notion-list
10. Remove a notion from the reﬁned by-notion-list
11. Set central ﬂag:
If there is a notion in the same truc that has already the central ﬂag set,
it has to be removed before it is set in the current notion.
12. Remove central ﬂag7.3 Data Elements 39
7.3.3 Truc
Properties










• Test of understanding
Relations
1. Each truc belongs to a cluster.
Restrictions:
• A truc can belong to one cluster only.
• A truc cannot be moved from one cluster to another.
2. Each truc has a list of contained notions.
Restrictions:
• A notion cannot be contained twice.
• If truc t contains a notion n then the truc of n is t.
• A truc may only have one or zero notions marked with the central
ﬂag.
3. Each truc has a list (called required-truc-list) of required trucs (each called
required truc).
Required trucs have to be distinguishable by means of why they are re-
quired:
• Implicitly required trucs contain a notion that is required by one of
the contained notions of the current truc. (Hence implicitly required
trucs cannot be added nor removed from the required-truc-list by
the user directly but are computed from the relations between the
contained notions.)
• Explicitly required trucs are manually chosen by the user.
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• The required-truc-list:
– must not contain the current truc itself.
– may contain the same truc twice; once implicitly and once ex-
plicitly.
• If u is a required truc of t then t is a required by truc of u (inverse
relation).
4. Each truc has a list (called required by-truc-list) of requiring trucs (each
called required by truc).
Restrictions:
• The required by-truc-list:
– must not contain the current truc itself.
– may contain the same truc twice; once implicitly and once ex-
plicitly.
• If u is a required by truc of t then t is a required truc of u (inverse
relation).
Possible Actions
Performing one of the following actions must not violate any of the restrictions
listed above.
1. Create a new truc:
By doing so the user has to specify a name and select a containing cluster.
Restriction: A new truc cannot be created if there is no cluster available.
2. Delete an existing truc
By doing so all contained notions are also deleted.
3. Edit a textual property
Every textual property as speciﬁed in section 7.3.3 has to be editable.
4. Add a truc to the required-truc-list
5. Remove a truc from the required-truc-list
7.3.4 Cluster
Properties
A cluster must have the textual properties
• Name
• Summary7.3 Data Elements 41
Relations
1. Each cluster has a list of contained trucs.
Restrictions:
• A truc cannot be contained twice.
• If cluster c contains a truc t then the cluster of t is c.
2. Each cluster has a list (called required-cluster-list) of required clusters
(each called required cluster). Required clusters have to be distinguishable
by means of why they are required:
• Implicitly required clusters contain a truc that is required (implicitly
or explicitly) by one of the contained trucs of the current cluster.
(Hence implicitly required clusters cannot be added nor removed from
the required-cluster-list by the user directly but are computed from
the relations between the contained trucs.)
• Explicitly required clusters are manually chosen by the user.
Restrictions:
• The required-cluster-list:
– must not contain the current cluster itself.
– may contain the same cluster twice; once implicitly and once
explicitly.
• If d is a required cluster of c then c is a required by cluster of d
(inverse relation).
3. Each cluster has a list (called required by-cluster-list) of requiring clusters
(each called required by cluster).
Restrictions:
• The required-cluster-list:
– must not contain the current cluster itself.
– may contain the same cluster twice; once implicitly and once
explicitly.
• If d is a required by cluster of c then c is a required cluster of d
(inverse relation).
Possible Actions
Performing one of the following actions must not violate any of the restrictions
listed above.
1. Create a new cluster:
By doing so the user has to specify a name.
2. Delete an existing cluster
By deleting a cluster all contained trucs are also deleted.
3. Edit a textual property
Every textual property as speciﬁed in section 7.3.4 has to be editable.42 7. Speciﬁcation
4. Add a cluster to the required-cluster-list
5. Remove a cluster from the required-cluster-list
7.3.5 Lecture
Properties
A lecture must have the textual properties
• Name
• Summary
• Duration: Time this lecture needs to be taught (in minutes).
Relations
1. Each lecture belongs to a course.
Restrictions:
• A lecture can belong to one course only.
• A lecture cannot be moved from one course to another.
2. Each lecture has an ordered list of covered notions (called covered-notion-
list).
Restrictions:
• Each notion can be covered only once.
Possible Actions
Performing one of the following actions must not violate any of the restrictions
listed above.
1. Create a new lecture:
By doing so the user has to specify a name and select a containing course.
Restriction: A new lecture cannot be created if there is no course available.
2. Delete an existing lecture
3. Edit a textual property
Every textual property as speciﬁed in section 7.3.5 has to be editable.
4. Add a covered notion.
5. Remove a covered notion.
6. Change position of a covered notion.
7.3.6 Course
Properties
A course must have the textual properties
• Name
• Summary7.4 Data Visualization 43
Relations
1. Each course has an ordered list of lectures.
Restrictions:
• Each lecture can be contained only once.
• If course o contains a lecture l then the course of l is o (inverse
relation).
2. Each course has a list of timeslots. A timeslot has a start and end point
(i.e. date and time) and deﬁnes when there is time to teach lectures.
Restrictions:
• Each timeslot can be contained only once.
Possible Actions
Performing one of the following actions must not violate any of the restrictions
listed above.
1. Create a new course:
By doing so the user has to specify a name.
2. Delete an existing course
By deleting a course all contained lectures are also deleted.
3. Edit a textual property
Every textual property as speciﬁed in section 7.3.6 has to be editable.
4. Add a lecture.
5. Remove a lecture.
6. Change position of a lecture.
7. Add a timeslot.
8. Remove a timeslot.
7.4 Data Visualization
TrucStudio has to provide a graphical user interface (GUI).
7.4.1 General
Wherever a list of entities is shown and not stated otherwise this list shall be
ordered alphabetically.
7.4.2 Overview
TrucStudio has to provide a view showing an overview over all existing entities.
By selecting one of the latter an entity speciﬁc view has to show all properties
and relations in detail as described in the following sections.44 7. Speciﬁcation
7.4.3 Notion View
There has to be a notion related view where all properties and relations (as
deﬁned in 7.3.2) are shown as well as all actions (as deﬁned in 7.3.2) can be
initiated by the user.
Each textual property has to be shown in a text ﬁeld of appropriate size.
Each binary property has to be shown in a check box.
All relations have to be shown in a separate list, i.e. one list for
• all required notions (required-notion-list)
• all required by notions (required by-notion-list)
• all reﬁned notions (reﬁned-notion-list)
• all reﬁned by notions (reﬁned by-notion-list)
Possible actions regarding notions may be initiated with buttons or context
menu entries.
7.4.4 Truc View
There has to be a truc related view where all properties and relations (as deﬁned
in 7.3.3) are shown as well as all actions (as deﬁned in 7.3.3) can be initiated
by the user.
Each textual property has to be shown in a text ﬁeld of appropriate size. Prop-
erties shall be grouped:
• Title Technical: Role, Applicability, Beneﬁt, Examples, Pitfalls
• Title Pedagogical: Common confusions, Test of understanding
All relations have to be shown in a separate list, i.e. one list for
• all required trucs (required-truc-list)
• all required by trucs (required by-truc-list)
Possible actions regarding trucs may be initiated with buttons or context menu
entries.
7.4.5 Cluster View
There has to be a cluster related view where all properties and relations (as
deﬁned in 7.3.4) are shown as well as all actions (as deﬁned in 7.3.4) can be
initiated by the user.
Each textual property has to be shown in a text ﬁeld of appropriate size.
All relations have to be shown in a separate list, i.e. one list for
• all required clusters (required-clusters-list)
• all required by clusters (required by-clusters-list)
Possible actions regarding clusters may be initiated with buttons or context
menu entries.7.4 Data Visualization 45
7.4.6 Lecture View
There has to be a lecture related view where all properties and relations (as
deﬁned in 7.3.5) are shown as well as all actions (as deﬁned in 7.3.5) can be
initiated by the user.
Each textual property has to be shown in a text ﬁeld of appropriate size.
All relations have to be shown in a separate list, i.e. one list (or table) for
• all covered notions: For each of these covered notions all required notions
have to be shown also.
Additions:
– If such a required notion is not in the covered-notion-list of the cur-
rent or a previous lecture a warning has to point out this fact (e.g.
”Notion not covered in preceding lectures”).
– If a covered notion is in the covered-notion-list of a previous lecture
a warning has to point out this fact (e.g. ”Notion already covered in
previous lecture”).
Possible actions regarding lectures may be initiated with buttons or context
menu entries.
7.4.7 Course View
There has to be a course related view where all properties and relations (as
deﬁned in 7.3.6) are shown as well as all actions (as deﬁned in 7.3.6) can be
initiated by the user.
Each textual property has to be shown in a text ﬁeld of appropriate size.
All relations have to be shown in a separate list, i.e. one list (or table) for
• all contained lectures along with their covered notions.
• all timeslots: For each timeslot the start and end point (date and time)
shall be shown.
An overview (graphical or tabular) has to show a mapping between all timeslots
and the lectures, so the user can see at a glance which lecture is planed to be
given on what date.
Possible actions regarding courses may be initiated with buttons or context
menu entries.Chapter 8
Formal Description
This section describes all entities and their relations in a formal way in order to
precisely deﬁne any constraints and be able to derive as many contracts (in the
sense of ”Design By Contract”) as possible.
8.1 Deﬁnitions
There shall be the following sets: N (set of all notions), T (set of all trucs), C
(set of all clusters), L (set of all lectures), O (set of all courses), S (set of all
timeslots) and B (set {0,1}).
The following basic predicates describe the relations between two entities:
• Requires relation for notions: reqN(n,m) ∈ B n,m ∈ N
• Reﬁnes relation for notions: refN(n,m) ∈ B n,m ∈ N
• Explicit requires relation for trucs: reqT (t,u) ∈ B t,u ∈ T
• Explicit requires relation for clusters: reqC(c,d) ∈ B c,d ∈ C
• Contains relation for truc and notions:
contT (t,n) ∈ B t ∈ T ,n ∈ N
• Contains relation for cluster and trucs:
contC(c,t) ∈ B c ∈ C,t ∈ T
• Contains relation for courses and lectures:
contOL(o,l) ∈ B o ∈ O,l ∈ L
• Has relation for courses and timeslots:
contOS(o,s) ∈ B o ∈ O,s ∈ S
• Has relation for lectures and notions:
contL(l,n) ∈ B l ∈ L,n ∈ N
• Central notion property for notions: central(t,n) ∈ B n ∈ N,t ∈ T
When it is clear from the context the indices of predicate names are omitted.
Further there are the functions: . = . (equality) and |.| (count)
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8.1.1 Notion
The set of all trucs that contain notion n is
TN(n) = {t|cont(t,n),t ∈ T },n ∈ N
and corresponds to the feature truc of class TS NOTION.
The set of all required notions of notion n is
REQN(n) = {r|req(n,r),r ∈ N},n ∈ N
and corresponds to the feature requires of class TS NOTION.
The set of all required by notions of notion n is
REQBYN(n) = {r|req(r,n),r ∈ N},n ∈ N
and corresponds to the feature required by of class TS NOTION.
The set of all reﬁned notions of notion n is
REFN(n) = {r|ref(n,r),r ∈ N},n ∈ N
and corresponds to the feature parents of class TS NOTION.
The set of all reﬁned by notions of notion n is
REFBYN(n) = {r|ref(r,n),r ∈ N},n ∈ N
and corresponds to the feature children of class TS NOTION.
8.1.2 Truc
The set of all clusters that contain truc t is
CT (t) = {c|cont(c,t),c ∈ C},t ∈ T
and corresponds to the feature cluster of class TS TRUC.
The set of all notions contained in truc t is
NT (t) = {n|cont(t,n),n ∈ N},t ∈ T
and corresponds to the feature notions of class TS TRUC.
The set of central notions of truc t is
CNT (t) = {n|central(t,n),n ∈ N},t ∈ T .
The set of all explicitly required trucs of truc t is
REQ
E
T (t) = {r|req(t,r),r ∈ T },t ∈ T
and corresponds to the feature requires explicit of class TS TRUC.




{r|(∃n,m ∈ N,cont(t,n) ∧ cont(r,m) ∧ req(n,m) ∧ t 6= r),r ∈ T },t ∈ T .
The set of all explicitly required by trucs of truc t is
REQBY
E
T (t) = {r|req(r,t),r ∈ T },t ∈ T
and corresponds to the feature required by explicit of class TS TRUC.48 8. Formal Description




{r|(∃n,m ∈ N,cont(t,n) ∧ cont(r,m) ∧ req(m,n) ∧ t 6= r),r ∈ T },t ∈ T .
8.1.3 Cluster
The set of all trucs contained in cluster c is
TC(c) = {t|cont(c,t),t ∈ T },c ∈ C
and corresponds to the feature trucs of class TS CLUSTER.
The set of all explicitly required clusters of cluster c is
REQ
E
C(c) = {r|req(c,r),r ∈ C},c ∈ C
and corresponds to the feature requires explicit of class TS CLUSTER.
The set of all implicitly required clusters of cluster c is
REQ
I
C(c) = {r|(∃t,u ∈ T ,cont(c,t) ∧ cont(r,u)∧
t ∈ (REQ
E
T (u) ∪ REQ
I
T (u)) ∧ c 6= r),r ∈ C},c ∈ C.
The set of all explicitly required by clusters of cluster c is
REQBY
E
C(c) = {r|req(r,c),r ∈ C},c ∈ C
and corresponds to the feature required by explicit of class TS CLUSTER.
The set of all implicitly required by clusters of cluster c is
REQBY
I
C(c) = {r|(∃t,u ∈ T ,cont(c,t) ∧ cont(r,u)∧
u ∈ (REQ
E
T (t) ∪ REQ
I
T (t)) ∧ c 6= r),r ∈ C},c ∈ C.
8.1.4 Lecture
The set of all courses that contain lecture l is
OL(l) = {o|cont(o,l),o ∈ O},l ∈ L
and corresponds to the feature course of class TS LECTURE.
The set of all notions covered in lecture l is
NL(l) = {n|cont(l,n),n ∈ N},l ∈ L
and corresponds to the feature notions of class TS LECTURE.
8.1.5 Course
The set of all lectures contained in course o is
LO(o) = {l|cont(o,l),l ∈ L},o ∈ O
and corresponds to the feature lectures of class TS COURSE.
The set of all timeslots contained in course o is
SO(o) = {s|cont(o,s),s ∈ S},o ∈ O
and corresponds to the feature timeslots of class TS COURSE.8.2 Entity constraints and their realization 49
8.2 Entity constraints and their realization
The above formal deﬁnitions clearly specify all domain constraints and further-
more allow to derive class invariants, pre- and postconditions.
8.2.1 Notion constraints
Truc
Each notion belongs to exactly one truc.
∀n ∈ N : |TN(n)| = 1
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER). Since it is possible for a notion to have
temporarily no turc (i.e. when it has been deleted but stored by an action) this
invariant holds only for active notions (i.e. notions held by the truc manager):
notions.for_all(agent {TS_NOTION}.has_a_truc)
Require
A notion cannot require itself.
∀n ∈ N : n / ∈ REQN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
not requires.has (current)
A notion cannot require any of its reﬁned notions.
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFN(n) → m / ∈ REQN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
all_children.for_all (agent requires.has_not(?))
A notion cannot require any of its reﬁned by notions.
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFBYN(n) → m / ∈ REQN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
all_parents.for_all (agent requires.has_not(?))
A notion cannot require the same notion twice.
(By deﬁnition of REQN as set)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
requires.for_all ( agent requires.has_once (?) )
If m is a required notion of n then n is a required by notion of m.
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REQN(n) → n ∈ REQBYN(m)
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER):
notions.for_all (agent {TS_NOTION}.req_inv)
Required by
A notion cannot be required by itself
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
∀n ∈ N : n / ∈ REQBYN(n)
not required_by.has (current)50 8. Formal Description
A notion cannot be required by any of its reﬁned notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFN(n) → m / ∈ REQBYN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
all_parents.for_all (agent required_by.has_not (?))
A notion cannot be required by any of its reﬁned by notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFBYN(n) → m / ∈ REQBYN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
all_children.for_all (agent required_by.has_not (?))
A notion cannot be required by the same notion twice.
(By deﬁnition of REQBYN as set)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
required_by.for_all ( agent required_by.has_once (?) )
If m is a required by notion of n then n is a required notion of m.
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REQBYN(n) → n ∈ REQN(m)
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER):
notions.for_all (agent {TS_NOTION}.req_by_inv)
Reﬁnes
A reﬁned notion has to belong to the same truc as the current notion.
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFN(n) → TN(n) = TN(m)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
parents.for_all ( agent has_same_truc(?))
A notion cannot reﬁne itself
∀n ∈ N : n / ∈ REFN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
not all_parents.has (current)
A notion cannot reﬁne any of its required notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REQN(n) → m / ∈ REFN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
requires.for_all ( agent all_parents.has_not (?))
A notion cannot reﬁne any of its required by notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REQBYN(n) → m / ∈ REFN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
required_by.for_all ( agent all_parents.has_not (?))
A notion cannot reﬁne any of its reﬁned by notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFBYN(n) → m / ∈ REFN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
all_children.for_all (agent all_parents.has_not (?))
A notion cannot reﬁne the same notion twice.
(By deﬁnition of REFN as set)
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parents.for_all ( agent parents.has_once (?) )
If m is a reﬁned notion of n then n is a reﬁned by notion of m.
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFN(n) → n ∈ REFBYN(m)
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER):
notions.for_all (agent {TS_NOTION}.parents_inv)
If m is a reﬁned notion of n then all reﬁned notions of m are also reﬁned notions
of n.
∀n,m,l ∈ N : m ∈ REFN(n) ∧ l ∈ REFN(m) → l ∈ REFN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
parents_transitiv
Reﬁned by
A notion cannot be reﬁned by itself
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
∀n ∈ N : n / ∈ REFBYN(n)
not all_children.has (current)
A notion cannot be reﬁned by any of its required notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REQN(n) → m / ∈ REFBYN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
requires.for_all ( agent all_children.has_not (?) )
A notion cannot be reﬁned by any of its required by notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REQBYN(n) → m / ∈ REFBYN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
requires.for_all ( agent all_children.has_not (?) )
A notion cannot be reﬁned by any of its reﬁned notions
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFN(n) → m / ∈ REFBYN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
all_parents.for_all (agent all_children.has_not (?))
A notion cannot be reﬁned by the same notion twice.
(By deﬁnition of REFBYN as set)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
all_children.for_all ( agent all_children.has_once (?) )
If m is a reﬁned by notion of n then n is a reﬁned notion of m.
∀n,m ∈ N : m ∈ REFBYN(n) → n ∈ REFN(m)
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER):
notions.for_all (agent {TS_NOTION}.children_inv)
If m is a reﬁned by notion of n then all reﬁned by notions of m are also reﬁned
by notions of n.
∀n,m,l ∈ N : m ∈ REFBYN(n) ∧ l ∈ REFBYN(m) → l ∈ REFBYN(n)
Class invariant (TS NOTION):
children_transitiv52 8. Formal Description
8.2.2 Truc constraints
Cluster
Each truc belongs to exactly one cluster.
∀t ∈ T : |CT (t)| = 1
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER):
trucs.for_all(agent {TS_TRUC}.has_a_cluster)
Notions
A notion cannot be contained twice.
(By deﬁnition of NT as set)
Class invariant (TS TRUC):
notions.for_all ( agent notions.has_once (?) )
If truc t contains a notion n then the truc of n is t.
∀t ∈ T ,n ∈ N : n ∈ NT (t) → t ∈ TN(n)
Class invariant (TS TRUC):
notions.for_all (agent {TS_NOTION}.has_truc(current))
A truc may only have one or zero notions marked with the central ﬂag.
∀t ∈ T : 0 ≤ |CNT (t)| ≤ 1
Class invariant (TS TRUC):
zero_or_one_central_notions
Requires
A truc cannot require itself.
∀t ∈ T : t / ∈ REQ
E
T (t)
Class invariant (TS TRUC):
not requires_explicit.has (current)
The required-truc-list may contain the same truc twice; once implicitly and once
explicitly.





Class invariant (TS TRUC):
requires_explicit.for_all ( agent requires_explicit.has_once (?) )
requires_implicit.for_all ( agent requires_implicit.has_once (?) )
If u is a required truc of t then t is a required by truc of u.
∀t,u ∈ T : u ∈ REQ
E
T (t) → t ∈ REQBY
E
T (u)
∀t,u ∈ T : u ∈ REQ
I
T (t) → t ∈ REQBY
I
T (u)




A truc cannot be required by itself.
∀t ∈ T : t / ∈ REQBY
E
T (t)8.2 Entity constraints and their realization 53
Class invariant (TS TRUC):
not required_by_explicit.has (current)
The required by-truc-list may contain the same truc twice; once implicitly and
once explicitly.





Class invariant (TS TRUC):
required_by_explicit.for_all ( agent required_by_explicit.has_once (?) )
required_by_implicit.for_all ( agent required_by_implicit.has_once (?) )
If u is a required by truc of t then t is a required truc of u.
∀t,u ∈ T : u ∈ REQBY
E
T (t) → t ∈ REQ
E
T (u)
∀t,u ∈ T : u ∈ REQBY
I
T (t) → t ∈ REQ
I
T (u)





A truc cannot be contained twice.
(By deﬁnition of TC as set)
Class invariant (TS CLUSTER):
trucs.for_all ( agent trucs.has_once (?) )
If cluster c contains a truc t then the cluster of t is c.
∀c ∈ C,t ∈ T : t ∈ TC(c) → c ∈ CT (t)
Class invariant (TS CLUSTER):
trucs.for_all (agent {TS_TRUC}.has_cluster(current))
Requires
A cluster cannot require itself.
∀c ∈ C : c / ∈ REQ
E
C(c)
Class invariant (TS CLUSTER):
not requires_explicit.has (current)
The required-cluster-list may contain the same cluster twice; once implicitly and
once explicitly.





Class invariant (TS CLUSTER):
requires_explicit.for_all ( agent requires_explicit.has_once (?) )
requires_implicit.for_all ( agent requires_implicit.has_once (?) )
If d is a required cluster of c then c is a required by cluster of d.
∀c,d ∈ C : d ∈ REQ
E
C(c) → c ∈ REQBY
E
C(d)
∀c,d ∈ C : d ∈ REQ
I
C(c) → c ∈ REQBY
I
C(d)
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER):
trucs.for_all (agent {TS_TRUC}.ex_req_inv)
trucs.for_all (agent {TS_TRUC}.im_req_inv)54 8. Formal Description
Required by
A cluster cannot be required by itself.
∀c ∈ C : c / ∈ REQBY
E
C(c)
Class invariant (TS CLUSTER):
not required_by_explicit.has (current)
The required by-cluster-list may contain the same cluster twice; once implicitly
and once explicitly.





Class invariant (TS CLUSTER):
required_by_explicit.for_all ( agent required_by_explicit.has_once (?) )
required_by_implicit.for_all ( agent required_by_implicit.has_once (?) )
If d is a required by truc of c then c is a required truc of d.
∀c,d ∈ C : d ∈ REQBY
E
C(c) → c ∈ REQ
E
C(d)
∀c,d ∈ C : d ∈ REQBY
I
C(c) → c ∈ REQ
I
C(d)





Each lecture belongs to exactly one course.
∀l ∈ L : |OL(l)| = 1
Class invariant (TS TRUC MANAGER):
lectures.for_all(agent {TS_LECTURE}.has_course)
Notions
A notion cannot be covered twice.
(By deﬁnition of NL as set)
Class invariant (TS LECTURE):
notions.for_all ( agent notions.has_once (?) )
8.2.5 Course constraints
Lecture
Each lecture can be contained only once.
(By deﬁnition of LO as set)
Class invariant (TS COURSE):
lectures.for_all ( agent lectures.has_once (?) )
If course o contains a lecture l then the course of l is o.
∀o ∈ O,l ∈ L : l ∈ LO(o) → o ∈ OL(l)
Class invariant (TS COURSE):
lectures.for_all(agent {TS_LECTURE}.has_course(current))8.2 Entity constraints and their realization 55
Timeslots
Each timeslot can be contained only once.
(By deﬁnition of SO as set)
Class invariant (TS COURSE):
timeslots.for_all ( agent timeslots.has_once (?) )Chapter 9
Architecture
The TrucStudio was developed entirely in Eiﬀel using
• EiﬀelStudio 5 (5.7.64493 GPL Edition)
with the following libraries
• Eiﬀel Vision2 for graphical user interface programming
• the libraries from the Eiﬀel Gobo Project (v3.4) for internal data struc-
tures.
Version information
The document at hand was written for version 0.1.
This release candidate can be found on https://origo.ethz.ch/svn/releases/r0.1.zip.
Eiﬀel Project Information
To open the Eiﬀel project go to \TrucStudioPrototype\TrucStudio\ and open
the trucstudio.ecf ﬁle.
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9.1 Conceptual Overview
According to Figure 9.1 there are the following concepts:
• The system architecture was chosen to follow an adjusted model-view-
controller pattern. This approach was chosen because this structural pat-
tern allows separation of data and graphical representation and therefore
ﬁts the desired functionality very well.
• Changes to the data are encapsulated into so-called actions in implemen-
tation of the command pattern. Actions therefore build the basis for the
undo/redo functionality.
• The persistent storage is currently realized with xml.
The system architecture was chosen to follow an adjusted model-view-controller
pattern. Changes to the data are encapsulated into so-called actions - an im-
plementation of the command pattern.
Figure 9.1: Conceptual overview
9.1.1 View
Entity Views
Each entity has its own view displaying properties and relations. It is managed
by the corresponding entity controller.58 9. Architecture
Tree Views
There are two diﬀerent tree views: one for showing clusters, trucs and notions
and another for showing courses and lectures. Each is managed by the corre-
sponding tree controller.
Main Window
The entity views and tree views are arranged in a top level container - the main
window. It also contains the menu and tool bar.
9.1.2 Controller
Entity Controller
On one hand each entity controller interacts with its view. The view is updated
when the underlaying data was changed (after the entity controller was notiﬁed
by the main controller). On the other hand user input has to be managed and
the appropriate actions have to be taken to change the data.
Main Controller
The main controller handles the overall logic and coordinates all entity con-
trollers, both tree controllers, the main window, and the truc manager.
9.1.3 Model
Entity Data
Each entity has an internal representation (identiﬁable by a unique ID) holding
all its information.
Truc Manager




Each action that can be performed by the user is encapsulated in a predeﬁned
entity action (e.g. create a new truc, delete a timeslot etc.). An entity action
not only contains information on how to make changes but also on how to undo
these changes. It is therefore the basis for a undo/redo functionality. There is
no other way to change entity data than using entity actions (except for loading
and storing).
Action controller
The action controller performs entity action handling like: execute, store, undo,
and redo.9.2 Overall Class Overview 59
9.2 Overall Class Overview
The most important classes and their connections are shown in Figure 9.2 by
means of using truc view/controller/model classes as representatives for all en-
tity classes. This ﬁgure is intended as an overview only - for further explanations
see the next sections.
Figure 9.2: Important classes overview (BON diagram)60 9. Architecture
9.3 Model
All classes concerning the model can be found in the cluster model (see A.6).
9.3.1 Overview
Figure 9.3: Model classes overview (BON diagram)
For each entity there is a class describing it (a concrete instance of these classes






Since all entities have some basic features (e.g. name) this functionality is spec-
iﬁed in the ancestor class TS ENTITY.
Trucs in contrast to the other entities have quite some textual data associated
- which is extracted to TS TRUC DATA.
All entity classes inherit from TS ID providing them with an internal ID. This
ID is used as key in hash tables or as reference when writing an xml ﬁle. An
instance of TS ID MANAGER keeps track of the currently used IDs ensuring their
uniqueness. When creating an entity instance the id manager has to be asked
for a new valid id.
Timeslots are speciﬁed in class TS TIMESLOT.9.3 Model 61
9.3.2 Truc manager
At runtime there is one instance of the class TS TRUC MANAGER (named truc
manager) managing and holding all entity instances. To do so it has the three
attributes
• clusters: List of all clusters
• trucs: List of all trucs. The cluster list implicitly deﬁnes all trucs already,
so this list is maintained for performance reasons only.
• courses: List of all courses.
and the two functions (calculated from the attributes above since they are used
rather rarely)
• notions: Returns a list of all notions calculated from the truc list
• lectures: Returns a list of all lectures calculated from the course list
The truc manager has a reference to the main controller (see 9.5).
On the other hand the truc manager provides an interface to change entities.
These routines use the action factory to get new actions and the action controller
to execute them.62 9. Architecture
9.4 View
All classes concerning the view can be found in the cluster view and sub-clusters
(see A.9).
9.4.1 Overview
The most important classes of cluster view are shown in Figure 9.4
Figure 9.4: View classes overview (BON diagram)
TS VIEW is the basic class all views inherit from and therefore has the two basic
attributes truc manager and controller. It inherits from TS F SHARED PIX
to allow easy access to pictures and icons. On the other hand it inherits from
TS CONSTANTS which deﬁnes constants for the GUI layout.
The three most important sub-cluster in view are: First view properties con-
taining all view classes, second view tree containing all tree classes and third
view main window holding the main window only.
9.4.2 Property Views
A property view deﬁnes the appearance of an entity. So it deﬁnes the part of the
graphical user interface marked by h4i of Figure 3.1. The top part of the prop-
erty view is always the same (name and summary below a header image) and is
therefore partially implemented in the common superclass TS VIEW PROPERTIES.
Each of the ﬁve view properties has two important features:
• make: creates the view, i.e. deﬁnes all used components and determines
the layout.
• show entity: shows the given entity, i.e. refreshes the whole user inter-
face.
The class TS V EMPTY PROPERTIES is just an empty container resulting in an
empty property view i.e. a blank gui (as used at application startup).9.4 View 63
9.4.3 Tree View
The tree views (classes TS V TRUC NOTION TREE and TS V CL TREE) deﬁne the
GUI for the two trees containing all entities (see Figure 3.1 h2i and h3i). So they
also contain the buttons to create or delete entities and the buttons to collapse
and expand the whole tree.
9.4.4 Main Window View
The main window class (TS V MAIN WINDOW) is the top level container for all
views. It deﬁnes the application window holding the menu bar, the tool bar
and a container with three items (at runtime this will be: truc-notion-tree,
course-tree and the current property view).
9.4.5 Constants
Figure 9.5: Classes deﬁning constants (BON diagram)
In TS INTERFACE NAMES deﬁnes all strings shown in the GUI. There is only this
class for all interface text. This makes possible changes quite simple.
TS VIEW SIZE holds the sizes for all containers and views - especially the chosen
minimum width and height constraints. Adapt this class if you want to change
the size of particular containers or components.
TS CONSTANTS inherits from TS INTERFACE NAMES and TS VIEW SIZE and there-
fore holds all constants (regarding text and size) needed by view classes.
TS STOCK COLORS deﬁnes generally used colors.64 9. Architecture
For each entity there is a particular color scheme as implemented in the child
classes of TS VIEW STYLE. The view classes inherit directly from the correspond-
ing view style class. The main colors can be seen in Figure 9.6.
Figure 9.6: Main colors (RGB) for notion, truc, cluster, lecture and course
9.4.6 Vision2 Additions
Some classes from the Eiﬀel Vision2 library did not exactly meet the needs of
TrucStudio and were therefore adapted, e.g. the scrollable area.
Cluster Grid
Figure 9.7: Vision2 additions for grid (BON diagram)
The base class EV GRID was extended with some features as implemented in
TS GRID:
• collapse all, expand all: to easily expand and collapse the grid.9.4 View 65
• various prune features: to delete grid rows holding given data
Each class in the sub-cluster grid label item deﬁnes one grid cell. There are
classes for each entity as well as for timeslots and warning/error items mainly
specifying names, icons and context menus shown on right click.
Each class in the sub-cluster grid row deﬁnes one grid row:
• TS F GRID ROW NOTION deﬁnes a row showing the notion in the ﬁrst col-
umn, the containing truc in the second column and the cluster in the third
column. It is used to display one row of the grid in the lecture property
view. It can also show error and waring massages.
• An instance of TS F GRID ROW LECTURE is used to show a lecture row in
the grid of the course property view.
• TS F GRID ROW TIMESLOT deﬁnes a grid row describing a timeslot of a
course.
Cluster Tree
Figure 9.8: Vision2 additions for tree (BON diagram)
The class TS TREE deﬁnes a TrucStudio speciﬁc tree and has the following func-
tionality in addition to the inherited features from EV TREE:
• collapse all, expand all: to easily expand and collapse the tree recur-
sively.
• add ordered: insert a tree element in the tree structure respecting the
ordering according to the inﬁx feature <.
Each tree element class (TS TREE ITEM ...) has a reference to its corresponding
entity, a creation feature (initialize text, icon, context menu) and a feature to
add sub-entities (if any).66 9. Architecture
Figure 9.9: Vision2 additions for container (BON diagram)
Cluster Container
Scrollable Area The standard scrollable area from Eiﬀel Vision has a minor
problem: If the contained item is smaller than the scrollable area, the item is
positioned in the center. This was not usable for the TrucStudio, so the class
TS SCROLLABLE AREA IMP was written which aligns the item at the top left.
Expandable Scrollable Area During GUI modeling a special scrollable area
behavior was needed in order to get the dynamic layout working for every screen
size. TS SCROLLABLE AREA EXPAND IMP does the following: If the items mini-
mum size is bigger than the current size of the scrollable area scroll bars are
used and the size of the item is not altered. If the items minimum size is smaller
than the current size of the scrollable area the item is expanded to span to the
whole scrollable area.
Toolbar Frame Container This special kind of container is a frame (EV FRAME)
containing
• a custom toolbar on top which can have buttons with icons of diﬀerent
size
• an arbitrary item at the bottom
Cluster List
Lists are mainly used to show relations to other entities and are sorted alpha-
betically. List items (TS LIST ITEM ...) inherit therefore from EV COMPARABLE
and make the feature < eﬀective. Furthermore, they deﬁne the shown text and
icon for each entity.
Cluster menu item
Menu items are used in context (right click) menus as for example in lists.
Classes TS MENU ITEM G (general menu item) and TS MENU ITEM REMOVE (menu
item with remove icon) inherit both from EV MENU ITEM (see Figure 9.11).9.4 View 67
Figure 9.10: Vision2 additions for list (BON diagram)
Figure 9.11: Vision2 additions for menu item (BON diagram)68 9. Architecture
9.5 Controller
All classes concerning a controller can be found in the cluster controller and
sub-clusters (see A.2).
9.5.1 Overview
Figure 9.12: Controller classes overview (BON diagram)
TS CONTROLLER is the general template for all controller classes. It has references
to the
• truc manager: allows read access to all entities and works as interface to
initiate actions.
• main controller: responsible for the overall logic and event handling.
• the controlled view of type TS VIEW to be redeﬁned in child classes.
Class TS MAIN CONTROLLER
The main controller (unique instance of type TS MAIN CONTROLLER) is the cen-
tral controller of the application. At application startup the create feature is
invoked and the main controller creates and afterwards holds instances of
• the id manager (see 9.3.1):
id manager:TS ID MANAGER
• the truc manager (see 9.3.2):
truc manager:TS TRUC MANAGER
• the main window controller (see 9.5.3):
main window controller:TS C MAIN WINDOW9.5 Controller 69
• each property controller (see 9.5.2), e.g.:
notion properties controller: TS C NOTION PROPERTIES
• the current property controller i.e. the controller of the currently shown
property view:
current p controller: TS CONTROLLER PROPERTIES
After creation of all these former instances the main controller sets up a basic
GUI layout and forces the main window to be shown. Generally the main con-
troller determines the GUI layout, i.e. determines how the diﬀerent views are
arranged in the main window.
The third and also very important task is to handle events representing the
role of the subject (following the observer pattern as deﬁned in [GHJV93]). For
each event there is an instance (an attribute of type ACTION SEQUENCE) where
observers can subscribe in order to be informed when the event occurs. The
role of the observer is mostly taken by tree or entity controllers.
9.5.2 Property Controllers
TS CONTROLLER PROPERTIES is the common ancestor of all property view con-
trollers, so it
• redeﬁnes view to be of type TS VIEW PROPERTIES
• holds a reference to the shown entity (entity of type TS ENTITY - to be
redeﬁned in child classes)
• deﬁnes how to display latter (display entity updates the view, i.e. shows
the given entity and discards all currently shown data)
• knows whether its view is currently shown (is active)
• deﬁnes on focus lost which is called when the controlled view looses the
focus, i.e. another view is going to be displayed. The feature is deferred
forcing heir classes to implement the appropriate actions. This feature is
necessary since Visions2’s EV TEXT FIELD class does not trigger an event
when it looses focus. So before showing another view it has to be checked
if the current one was changed by the user.
TS C NOTION PROPERTIES The notion view controller (there is exactly one in-
stance at runtime) controlls the notion view (see 9.4.2).
It has the attributes
1. view (of type TS V NOTION PROPERTIES) holding the view instance.
2. notion (of type TS NOTION renamed from entity) referring to the cur-
rently shown notion.
At creation time the notion view controller sets the features to call, when
• text is changed by the user in a input ﬁeld. Triggered behavior: the truc
manager is called to execute the appropriate action.70 9. Architecture
• a button is pressed. Triggered behavior: either a dialog (see 9.5.4) is
shown that determines the subsequent steps or the truc manager is called
to execute the appropriate action.
• a context menu is requested.
All other view controllers work in the same way and perform analog operations.
They are implemented in the following classes:
• TS C TRUC PROPERTIES
• TS C CLUSTER PROPERTIES
• TS C LECTURE PROPERTIES
• TS C COURSE PROPERTIES
TS C EMPTY PROPERTIES The empty property view controller manages nothing
more than an empty container. It is used to show a blank property view (e.g.
at application startup).
9.5.3 Tree Controller
A tree controller manages a tree view (see 9.4.3). At runtime there are two
instances: one of type TS C TRUC NOTION TREE (controlls the truc-notion-tree)
and one of type TS C CL TREE (controlls the course-tree). They both have sim-
ilar functionality.
For each entity their view shows (notion, truc, cluster for truc-notion-tree con-
troller; lecture, course for course-tree) they deﬁne how to
• add a tree item representing a given entity to the tree.
• remove a tree item from the tree.
• select a tree item corresponding to a given entity.
• react when an entity changed - especially when the name changed and the
tree item needs to be updated.
To know when to do so they subscribe to the main controller. They also deﬁne
what dialog opens when a create entity button is pressed and what action is
called when the user pressed the delete entity button.
Main Window Controller
The main window controller (there is exactly one instance of type TS C MAIN WINDOW
at runtime) manages the main window, i.e. works as an interface to attach the
speciﬁed views to the containers of the main window. Apart from that, it con-
tains the implementation regarding all menu items: what to do if the user wants
to open, store, export, create a ﬁle or just close the application.9.5 Controller 71
Figure 9.13: Dialog classes overview (BON diagram)
9.5.4 Dialogs
Dialogs are mainly used to create new entities or add new relations.
They all have the same basic functionality provided by TS D DIALOG. This is:
An Ok and a Cancel button (can also be activated by pressing Enter/Esc). A
dialog is shown modally to the parent window (parent widget:EV WINDOW), i.e.
no interaction with the parent window is allowed as long as the dialog is shown.
Actions to perform when the user clicks on Ok have to be speciﬁed by making
the feature on do action eﬀective in a child class.
Since there are many dialogs that need the user to input text there is the
class TS D DIALOG WITH TEXT. Its main functionality is to make sure that when
a dialog opens any predeﬁned text will be selected. Using this strategy the user
has to perform considerably less interaction when inputing lot of new data. So
the deferred feature select text is introduced that will be called when/after
the the window is shown.72 9. Architecture
9.6 Actions
Actions encapsulate changes to entities. This concept allows changes to be
undone and redone - a main functionality request. All classes concerning actions
can be found in the cluster actions and sub-clusters (see A.1).
9.6.1 Overview
The deferred class TS ACTION is the basic template all actions inherit from.
It deﬁnes
• an execute feature. It executes preceding and succeeding actions and
notiﬁes observers. For the action speciﬁc behavior it calls the deferred
feature execute impl - inheriting classes will have to make this feature
eﬀective in order to specify their do and redo functionality.
• an execute undo feature. It executes preceding and succeeding actions
and notiﬁes observers. For the action speciﬁc behavior it calls the de-
ferred feature execute undo impl - inheriting classes will have to make
this feature eﬀective in order to specify their undo functionality.
• a list of observers (observer list do actions) that are notiﬁed after the
execute feature was performed.
• a list of observers (observer list undo actions) that are notiﬁed after
the execute undo feature was performed.
• a list of preceding actions (actions before). These actions are executed
before the current execute feature and an execute undo is performed after
the execute undo of the current action. This allows hierarchical structur-
ing of actions (e.g. the delete a truc action will ﬁrst perform a delete
action for all notions of this truc and afterwards delete the truc itself).
This might not be the fastest or most memory eﬃcient way since there
will be one action instance for each aﬀected entity/relation, but it follows
the reusability paradigm and is easy to understand.
• a list of succeeding actions (actions after). These actions are executed
after the current execute feature and an execute undo is performed before
the execute undo of the current action.
So the implementation of actions follows the three patterns:
• Command: Encapsulate changes in an object
• Composite: Hierarchical structuring of actions
• Memento: Store the internal state of an object (i.e. an entity) to be able
to restore it later.
The controller class TS C ACTION handles all actions, i.e. executes them and
stores the already executed ones so they can be undone.
The important concepts are:
• A stack storing all undoable actions (attribute undo actions).9.6 Actions 73
• A stack storing all redoable actions (attribute redo actions).
• An add and execute feature. It takes a action, executes it and pushes it
on the undo actions stack.
• An undo feature. It pops an action (if any) from the undo actions stack,
performs a execute undo on it and pushes it on the redo actions stack.
• A redo feature. It pops an action (if any) from the redo actions stack,
performs a execute on it and pushes it on the undo actions stack.
• A clear history feature that removes all undo actions.
There is a factory class for actions: TS F ACTION FACTORY. Besides creating the
actions its main task is to set up the actions so they notify the right observers
after execution. The undo and redo buttons (see Figure 3.20 h2i) are provided
by the class TS V ACTION.
Figure 9.14: Action classes overview (BON diagram)
The cluster action contains six sub-clusters (containing the corresponding ac-
tion classes): notion, truc, cluster, course, lecture, generic.
For an overview please see Figure 9.14 and the following sections.74 9. Architecture
9.6.2 Actions for Notions
TS A NOTION ADD
This class is used to add a notion to a given truc.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add relation to truc.
Undo Remove relation to truc.
Actions After 1. Add requires relations.
2. Add required by relations.
3. Add reﬁnes relations.
4. Add reﬁned by relations.
TS A NOTION ADD CHILD
This class is used to add a reﬁned by relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add reﬁned by relation to given notion.
Undo Remove reﬁned by relation to given notion.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION ADD PARENT
This class is used to add a reﬁnes relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add reﬁnes relation to given notion.
Undo Remove reﬁnes relation to given notion.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION ADD REQ
This class is used to add a requires relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add requires relation to given notion.
Undo Remove requires relation to given notion.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION ADD REQ BY
This class is used to add a required by relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add required by relation to given notion.
Undo Remove required by relation to given notion.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION DELETE
This class is used to delete a notion.
Actions Before 1. Remove relation from all lectures to current notion.
2. Remove requires relations.
3. Remove required by relations.
4. Remove reﬁnes relations.
5. Remove reﬁned by relations.
Do/Redo Remove relation to containing truc.
Undo Add relation to truc.
Actions After None9.6 Actions 75
TS A NOTION EDIT
This class is used to edit a textual property of a notion. It is a convenience
class equivalent to the generic edit action TS A G EDIT TEXT (see 9.6.7) with
TS NOTION as formal generic parameter.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Edit textual property.
Undo Revoke change to textual property.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION EDIT IS CENTRAL
This class is used to edit the binary is central property of a notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Edit is central property of given notion.
Undo Revoke change to is central property.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION REMOVE CHILD
This class is used to remove a reﬁned by relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove reﬁned by relation to given notion.
Undo Add reﬁned by relation to given notion.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION REMOVE PARENT
This class is used to remove a reﬁnes relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove reﬁnes relation to given notion.
Undo Add reﬁnes relation to given notion.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION REMOVE REQ
This class is used to remove a requires relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove requires relation to given notion.
Undo Add requires relation to given notion.
Actions After None
TS A NOTION REMOVE REQ BY
This class is used to remove a required by relation to another notion.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove required by relation to given notion.
Undo Add required by relation to given notion.
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9.6.3 Actions for Trucs
TS A TRUC ADD
This class is used to add a truc to a given cluster.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo 1. Add relation to cluster.
2. Add truc to truc manager.
Undo 1. Remove relation to cluster.
2. Remove truc from truc manager.
Actions After Add all notions to truc.
TS A TRUC EDIT
This class is used to edit a textual property of a truc. It is a convenience class
equivalent to the generic edit action TS A G EDIT TEXT (see 9.6.7) with TS TRUC
as formal generic parameter.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Edit textual property.
Undo Revoke change to textual property.
Actions After None
TS A TRUC DELETE
This class is used to delete a truc.
Actions Before Remove all notions of this truc.
Do/Redo 1. Remove relation to cluster.
2. Remove truc from truc manager.
Undo 1. Add relation to cluster.
2. Add truc to truc manager.
Actions After None
TS A TRUC ADD REQ
This class is used to add a requires relation to another truc.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add requires relation to given truc.
Undo Remove requires relation to given truc.
Actions After None
TS A TRUC REMOVE REQ
This class is used to remove a requires relation to another truc.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove requires relation to given truc.
Undo Add requires relation to given truc.
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9.6.4 Actions for Clusters
TS A CLUSTER ADD
This class is used to add a given cluster.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add cluster to truc manager.
Undo Remove cluster from truc manager.
Actions After Add all trucs to cluster.
TS A CLUSTER EDIT
This class is used to edit a textual property of a cluster. It is a convenience
class equivalent to the generic edit action TS A G EDIT TEXT (see 9.6.7) with
TS CLUSTER as formal generic parameter.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Edit textual property.
Undo Revoke change to textual property.
Actions After None
TS A CLUSTER DELETE
This class is used to delete a given cluster.
Actions Before Delete all trucs from cluster.
Do/Redo Remove cluster from truc manager.
Undo Add cluster to truc manager.
Actions After None
TS A CLUSTER ADD REQ
This class is used to add a requires relation to another cluster.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add requires relation to given cluster.
Undo Remove requires relation to given cluster.
Actions After None
TS A CLUSTER REMOVE REQ
This class is used to remove a requires relation to another cluster.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove requires relation to given cluster.
Undo Add requires relation to given cluster.
Actions After None
9.6.5 Actions for Lectures
TS A LECTURE ADD
This class is used to add a lecture to a given course.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add lecture to course at given position.
Undo Remove lecture from course.
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TS A LECTURE EDIT
This class is used to edit a textual property of a lecture.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Edit textual property.
Undo Revoke change to textual property.
Actions After None
TS A LECTURE DELETE
This class is used to delete a given lecture.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove relation to course.
Undo Add relation to course.
Actions After None
TS A LECTURE MOVE
This class is used to change the position of a lecture inside a course.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Change position: move one step up or down.
Undo Revoke change to position.
Actions After None
TS A LECTURE ADD NOTION
This class is used to add a notion to a given lecture.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add notion relation to given lecture.
Undo Remove notion relation to given lecture.
Actions After None
TS A LECTURE MOVE NOTION
This class is used to change the position of a notion inside a lecture.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Change position: move one step up or down.
Undo Revoke change to position.
Actions After None
TS A LECTURE REMOVE NOTION
This class is used to remove a notion from a given lecture.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove notion relation to given lecture.
Undo Add notion relation to given lecture.
Actions After None
9.6.6 Actions for Courses
TS A COURSE ADD
This class is used to add a given course.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add course to truc manager.
Undo Remove course from truc manager.9.6 Actions 79
Actions After Add all lectures to course.
TS A COURSE EDIT
This class is used to edit a textual property of a course.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Edit textual property.
Undo Revoke change to textual property.
Actions After None
TS A COURSE DELETE
This class is used to delete a given course.
Actions Before Delete all lectures from course.
Do/Redo Remove course from truc manager.
Undo Add course to truc manager.
Actions After None
TS A COURSE ADD TIMESLOT
This class is used to add a given timeslot to a course.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Add timeslot relation to course.
Undo Remove timeslot relation to course.
Actions After None
TS A COURSE DELETE TIMESLOT
This class is used to remove a given timeslot from a course.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Remove timeslot relation to course.
Undo Add timeslot relation to course.
Actions After None
9.6.7 Generic actions
TS A G EDIT TEXT[G → TS ENTITY, ATTR TYPE]
This class is used to change an attribute of an entity class (speciﬁed by a generic
parameter). At creation time a setter and a getter have to be supplied - granting
access to this attribute.
Actions Before None
Do/Redo Edit textual property.
Undo Revoke change to textual property.
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9.7 Abstract Data Types
All abstract data type classes can be found in the cluster adt (see A.3).
Figure 9.15: Abstract data type classes overview (UML class diagram)
9.7.1 TS ADT LINKED LIST[G]
Basically the same as DS LINKED LIST[G] but with an additional function allow-
ing to convert the list in one of type LINKED LIST[G] and the feature for all
that tests if a given function evaluates to true for all elements.
9.7.2 TS ADT ARRAYED LIST[G]
This class inherits from DS ARRAYED LIST[G] and has following functions:
• index of returns the position of a given item in the list.
• move down and move up allow to move items one position back or forth
(or not moving them if they have reached a boundary).
• has not tests if an element is not in the list. This is a convenience function
allowing simpler queries in combination with agents.
• has once tests if an element is exactly once in the list.
• for all tests if a given function evaluates to true for all elements.
9.7.3 TS ADT ARRAYED LIST SORTABLE[G->COMPARBALE]
This list is the same as above, but it can be sorted. The generic parameter has to
inherit from COMPARABLE, so the list can be sorted using DS QUICK SORTER[G].9.7 Abstract Data Types 81
9.7.4 TS ADT COUNTING LIST[G]
This class is a partial specialisation of class DS ARRAYED LIST with the generic
parameter [DS PAIR[G, INTEGER]]]. Each list item (pair) holds an element
(ﬁrst of pair) and a related counter (second of pair). Two distinct list items
must not have the same element. The counters can be increased (inc item)
and decreased (dec item) stating the corresponding element. If the counter is
zero the list item (holding the element) is removed from the list. If the counter
of an element not already in the list is increased/decreased a new list item is
created holding the element and a counter set to one. Apart from these two
main functions there are the queries:
• has item tests if an item is in the list.
• has item not tests if an item is not in the list. This is a convenience
function allowing simpler queries in combination with agents.
• has once tests if an item is exactly once in the list.
• for all tests if a given function evaluates to true for all elements.82 9. Architecture
9.8 Input / Output
The currently supported ﬁle format is xml, so the TrucStudio ﬁle extension is
*.txm. All classes concerning input/output can be found in the cluster io and
sub-clusters (see A.5).
Overview
For every supported ﬁle format there is one sub folder in cluster io. The most
important classes are shown in Figure 9.16 (the classes for the dot ﬁle format
(see [gra]) are currently not very sophisticated and therefore omitted.)
Figure 9.16: IO classes overview (BON diagram)
Each ﬁle type is supposed to have a class that inherits from the deferred class
TS OUTPUT WRITER and makes it eﬀective: This class will be used to write the
internal data structure to a ﬁle and therefore provides an attribute file and
the two features set file and write.
Similarly, to read a ﬁle an eﬀective heir of the class TS INPUT READER has to
be implemented. It is given a ﬁle and has to deliver tree lists: clusters,




The class TS XML OUTPUT WRITER writes the internal data structure to a ﬁle
respecting the extensible markup language (xml). The data hierarchy is simple:
There is one project element containing all cluster elements followed by all course
elements. A cluster element contains a list of all truc elements (containing itself
all notion elements). A course element contains all lecture elements. Each of
these entity elements has a unique ID and contains all of its properties (name,9.8 Input / Output 83
summary etc.) as well as all its relations (referenced by ID) to other entity
elements. The implementation is straightforward.
Input
To read an xml ﬁle the class TS XML INPUT READER is used (the consistency of
the ﬁle is not validated nor the provided DTD (see 9.8.1) used). The xml is
parsed once with the Eiﬀel xml parser (XM EIFFEL PARSER) provided by the
Gobo library. For each element there is a corresponding class parsing it:
• TS XML CDATA ELEMENT
• TS XML ELEMENT
• TS XML RELATION ELEMENT
• TS XML PROJECT ELEMENT
• TS XML NOTION ELEMENT
• TS XML TRUC ELEMENT
• TS XML CLUSTER ELEMENT
• TS XML COURSE ELEMENT
• TS XML TIMESLOTS ELEMENT
• TS XML TIMESLOT ELEMENT
• TS XML LECTURE ELEMENT
The tag names needed to build the xml structure are deﬁned in the class
TS XML SHARED IDENTIFIERS. All parsed entities are temporarily stored in a
hash table with their id as the key (TS XML SHARED ITEMS). The relations be-
tween entities are stored in list of pairs holding each an entity and the id of the
related entity as given in the xml. After parsing the whole ﬁle, the relations
referenced by id are resolved using the entity hash tables. This procedure makes
it possible to determine all relations parsing the xml structure only once.
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Problems
Unfortunately the xml parser provided by the Gobo library is very slow if the
project is not ﬁnalized. In debug mode, this makes it nearly impossible to parse
xml-ﬁles containing more than several hundred entities.
9.8.2 Register ﬁle type
As described in 3.10 you can register the ﬁle type .txm to be opened with
TrucStudio under Windows.
Class EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT allows you to send asynchronous execution re-
quests to the operation system. The following three are sent to register *.txm
• cmd /Q /c : open new shell.
• FTYPE trucfile="%TRUCSTUDIO PATH%trucstudio.exe" "%1" : Deﬁne
the ﬁletype trucﬁle to be opened with the TrucStudio executable and the
selected ﬁle as command line parameter one.
• ASSOC .txm=trucfile : Associate ﬁle extension .txm with the previously
deﬁned ﬁletype.86 9. Architecture
9.9 Debug
Eiﬀel Studio debug symbols are used to restrict some functionality to debug
mode. All classes concerning debug can be found in the cluster debug (see A.4).
TS CONTROLLER Enables controllers to trace their called features.
TS DATA EXAMPLES DEBUG Is example data supposed to be loaded at applica-
tion startup.
TS EVENT Enables controllers to trace event handling features.
TS EVENT MORE Enables controllers to explicitly trace event handling
features.
TS GUI DEBUG Enables GUI to have additional functionality (re-
fresh and dump buttons).
9.10 Pictures/Images
All classes concerning pictures and icons can be found in the cluster pix (see
A.7).
Figure 9.17: Pix classes overview (BON diagram)
All images (incl. icons) are provided by the class TS F PIX. For each image there
is a local EV PIXMAP instance holding the path to the ﬁle containing the image.
If an image is requested, a new instance of class EV PIXMAP is created and the
local image/icon is copied. The reason to return a copy, is that an instance of
type EV PIXMAP knowing the path to the image source ﬁle reloads the image
from the disk every time it is used. The copy in contrast does not know the
image source ﬁle but gets the image information from the memory when needed.9.11 Miscellaneous 87
9.11 Miscellaneous
9.11.1 Application Startup
All classes concerning application startup can be found in the cluster
root cluster (see A.8). At application startup the feature make and launch
from class TS APPLICTION is invoked. It ﬁrst creates and initializes the main
controller. Afterwards the application is launched, i.e. the event processing loop
from base class EV APPLICATION is started.
To start TrucStudio and load a ﬁle in one step invoke TrucStudio with an
additional command line parameter referring to the ﬁle that should be opened.
E.g.: "%TRUCSTUDIO PATH%trucstudio.exe" "%DATA FILE PATH%data.txm"
9.11.2 Help
The help as described in 3.9 is provided as a pdf-ﬁle. The feature launch from
class EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT is invoked to execute the following statement:
• cmd /Q /c start trucstudio help.pdf : Opens a shell and therein the
help ﬁle.
Of course this functionality works for windows only and there has to be a pdf-
reader installed.
9.11.3 Required Files
TrucStudio needs additional ﬁles (icons, images, help etc.) to be located cor-
rectly. If any of these are missing the application will not start. The expected
paths and ﬁles are (relatively to the executable):
• ..\help\trucstudio help.pdf : The user help ﬁle.
• ..\visual\images\ : This folder has to contain all header images.
• ..\visual\pix\ : This folder has to contain all icons.
9.11.4 Naming Conventions
Naming Conventions for Descriptions
• Entities are ’created’ and ’deleted’
• Relations are ’added’ and ’removed’
Related entities
• For a notion the term ’related entities’ refers to required, required by,
reﬁned and reﬁned by notions.
• For a truc the term ’related entities’ refers to (explicitly and/or implicitly)
required and required by trucs.
• For a cluster the term ’related entities’ refers to (explicitly and/or implic-
itly) required and required by clusters.88 9. Architecture
Naming Conventions for Sourcecode
All class names in TrucStudio are pre-pended with TS (TrucStudio) to avoid
name clashes with existing classes or libraries.
• Action classes are prepended with TS A (TrucStudio Action ).
• Controller classes are prepended with TS C (TrucStudio Controller ).
• Dialog classes are prepended with TS D (TrucStudio Dialog ).
• Abstract data type classes are prepended with TS ADT
(TrucStudio AbstractDataType ).
• High level view classes are prepended with TS V (TrucStudio View ).
• Model classes are prepended with TS only.
• IO classes are prepended with the ﬁle extension they work with: XML for
XML, DOT for DOT (ﬁle format of graphviz; see [gra])
• View style classes are prepended with TS VS (TrucStudio ViewStyle ).
• Factory classes are additionally prepended with F (Factory ).
• Generic classes are additionally prepended with G (Generic ).Chapter 10
Future work
10.1 Domain speciﬁcity
In general it should be possible to have domain speciﬁc entities and relations.
Some entities inherently belong to a certain concept and cannot be understood
or do not make sense if they are taken out of context. This idea is presented
in section 4.3 of [POM07]. As an example the concept of Design By Contract
[Mey00] shall be given. Since this idea is unique for the Eiﬀel programming
language, possible trucs like ”precondition” or ”class invariant” could be labeled
with the domain speciﬁc tag ”Eiﬀel”.
Still, there are some open questions
• Can an entity have multiple domain speciﬁcities or only zero or one?
• Are not all trucs/notions in some way ”domain speciﬁc”?
• At which level is domain speciﬁcity required? Can clusters have it, or
trucs, or notions? What about courses and lectures?
10.2 Graphical representation
Using TrucStudio there will be a lot of entities and relations quite soon. A
graphical visualisation could help to get the big picture at any time.
Entities and their reﬁnes/reﬁned by relations form a directed acyclic graph.
Visualizing this could be a ﬁrst step. The problem is that a graph showing
all relations - especially all requires relations - will not be clear since there are
simply to many of them in an average ﬁle. Also showing all clusters at the same
time may look like a complete mess - even a ’per cluster’-view of all trucs and
contained notions may be too messy. As a ﬁrst step, it would be nice to have
diﬀerent graphics showing
• all notions for a certain truc. Of course requiring relations from a notion
of one truc to a notion of another truc would be diﬃcult to display.
• all trucs for a certain cluster. Same problem as above for requiring rela-
tions between trucs of two diﬀerent clusters.
• all clusters in the system
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10.3 Global repository
For trucs to really be reusable there has to be made sure that they are cre-
ated only once - globally if possible. This could be realized with a global, free
accessible truc repository providing general truc/cluster templates of certain
knowledge areas. This would help users to get a basic net of entities quickly
and make it obsolete for them to build everything from scratch on their own.
The problem is: How to realize this repository. Storing template entities in
a database could be worth a try. Each user could then extract the template
entities and relations of his speciﬁc interest (of course this functionality has to
be deﬁned clearly and presumably it is not straightforward to realize).
10.4 File
Additional ﬁle types
There are a lot of desired additional ﬁle types, like
• Latex: A latex source ﬁle that contains an overview of all entities or just
a speciﬁc course.
• HTML: A html-ﬁle containing all entities (e.g. as an overview for the stu-
dents). An automatically generated html-ﬁle related to a speciﬁc lecture
or a course could be very useful to ease course management regarding web
presence issues.
• Plain text: A simple plain text ﬁle showing summary information about
entities or courses.
Merge
Users might want to merge diﬀerent ﬁles together. There should be no major
problems apart from possible name clashes.
10.5 Interfaces
10.5.1 Calendar
For teachers working with TrucStudio it would be desirable to have the pos-
sibility to export calendar related information. It would be a real beneﬁt to
be able to interoperate with calendar applications like Outlook e.g. to export
timeslots. It makes sense to do so because latter applications are widely used
and dedicated to time management issues - therefore it’s no need to rebuild all
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10.6 Model
Truc
• Right now all alternative names are stored as a single string. This should
be changed to storing each alternative name separately.
• It should be possible to move a truc from one cluster to another. (What
happens to the relations?)
Notion
• It should be possible to move a notion from one truc to another. (What
happens to the relations?)
Lecture
• It should be possible for lectures to cover entire trucs rather than only
notions.
10.7 GUI and Usability
Drag and Drop
Since users are familiar with this concept and it really improves usability a drag
and drop functionality should be introduced.
Possible applications are
• Dragging a notion from the truc-notion-tree to the required notions list
would result in creating a new requires relation.
• Wherever a new relation can be added, the drag and drop mechanism
could be used instead of opening a dialog and selecting the related entity.
Tree
A tree should have the possibility to search items. A given substring should
be compared with all available/shown tree items and it should be possible to
iterate over all these occurrences.
A tree should have the possibility to ﬁlter items so only these with given sub-
string occurrences are shown in the tree and all others are blanked.
It should be possible to use the ﬁlter and search functionality at the same time.
10.8 Installer
With the application growing it might become necessary to provide an installer
application - especially to register the ﬁletype .txm (see 9.8.2) and to make sure
that all required ﬁles (see 9.11.3) are available.Chapter 11
Developer Glossary
The table 11.1 is an extension to the user glossary in section 4.
Description
action factory Creates actions and initiates them. (Unique run time in-
stance of type TS F ACTION FACTORY)
action controller Executes and stores actions. (Unique run time instance of
type TS C ACTION)
main controller Handles the overall logic: mainly event handling (deter-
mines which view to show or update etc.). (Unique run
time instance of type TS MAIN CONTROLLER)
truc manager Holding all entities. Initiates actions to change data.
(Unique run time instance of type TS TRUC MANAGER)
main window The application window. (Unique run time instance of type
TS V MAIN WINDOW)
main window con-
troller
The controller of the main window. (Unique run time in-
stance of type TS C MAIN WINDOW)
entity view The sub-part of the GUI containing the entity properties
(see 3.1 h4i). (One run time instance per entity, type
TS V ... PROPERTIES)
entity view con-
troller
The controller of an entity view. (One run time instance
per view, type TS C ... PROPERTIES)
sub-entity for truc: notion, for cluster: truc and/or notion
Table 11.1: Developer glossary
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Source Code & CD
The complete source code for TrucStudio can be found on the attached CD
along with all documentation.
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